
December 18th 

Project: “It’s December and all I really want to do is be awake in it.” Because what we see, who we 

interact with, what we do in our days – that’s the good stuff. Let’s just look around at December. 

 

…. 

Last week I went to Goodwill. The first treasure 

I found was at the check-out, when I heard, 

“Mary Beth!”  Carol and I been talking about 

thrift shopping for a year– but this was the first 

time we met in media res…  (Latin for “in the 

middle of things”) 

The 2nd Goodwill treasure was this, not kidding, 

Coach purse. I can tell it’s real - there are tiny 

threads wrapped tightly around the stiches that 

sew the strap ends to themselves - so detailed.   

But I have not been able to find any pix of a 

purse like this anywhere on the Internet. Coach 

has flowered canvas and patent leather purses, 

but nothing this bright pops up. 

I listed it on eBay. I don’t know what will 

happen; but in the meantime, I have a Coach 

purse.  If you don’t know Coach, google it. The 

prices cause altitude sickness.  

 

 

 

 

Len went for a bike ride last week: 

 

Remember when Canadian geese were RARE?? 

As a kid, my folks would drive us to Ludington 

State Park on wintery Sunday afternoons. We’d 

walk along the Big Sable River close to where it 

outflowed to Lake Michigan, where the open 

water would attract Canadian geese. That much 

effort we put into seeing geese! Now you could 

probably bag a Christmas goose on a bike with a 

harpoon.  If it was legal.   

Harpoon bikes. There’s a thought.  

 

 



 

I was looking at the photos on Len’s computer 

and saw this shot of a thunder storm this past 

summer.  Cheating to put it in here, but isn’t 

beautiful? 

 

We’re not doing conventional Christmas 

presents with our (adult) kids this year; instead 

we are all making or buying extra nice food 

things for each other. This is a family of wine-

lovers and foodies; we are playing to our 

strengths. I’m not saying what’s in these pots 

but it took us TWO afternoons to get this 

project done and it involved a lot of sugar so 

you know it’s good. While we worked we 

listened to some Christmas music, 10 minutes 

of a boring podcast, and talked a lot. Merry 

Christmas to us. 

BTW, that BIG pot cost a LOT years ago. Nothing 

scorches in it, we use it for soups, stews, and 

Christmas surprises. I think Len loves it nearly as 

much as he loves me.  

The pot in front is from Goodwill with an 

unmatched lid that works great. And yes, that 

coffee maker makes coffee into that thermos. 

On our second date Len said offhandedly; 

“Without coffee all would be darkness and 

chaos.”   

Has America stopped drinking coffee or 

something? 

 

Scuppernong all by itself. 

 

 



 

We hiked at Scuppernong with friends. That 

tree amazes me. Old and gnarled becomes its 

own Beautiful.  

 

Their Grand-pup Luna came with us. 

 

Yes, we have Christmas lights in our truck. Why 

do you ask? 

 

 

I’ve said this for years. 

 

 

What did you see lately? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


